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36 A. Introduction 

illustrating their geographical distribution - were then selected as targets for the 
field research required for this study. 

c. Selecting informants. 

Most researchers in Arabic dialect studies who have some experience 
doing fieldwork will agree that selecting informants is done, by necessity, on 
the basis of very practical considerations. Apart from being proper etiquette, 
approaching the male elderly members of a tribal community is often the only 
way to record speech closest to the authentic dialect (on a synchronic level, that 
is). Interviews are then conducted with those who are willing and able to 
cooperate.7 5 During the research for this study interviews with younger 
members of such communities were sought as well, although a minimum age 
of sixteen to eighteen was usually observed to ensure a certain level of 
coherence in the speech of the interviewees. The result, especially in Smë'niy 
Arabic of group II, is a rather colourful picture reflecting the dynamics that 
characterize the development of these dialects towards a more sedentary type. 

On some occasions it was possible to interview female informants, or to 
have such interviews conducted for me, but due to the conservative character of 
bedouin society, this was not often the case. An exception to this conservatism 
were the Dawâgrah, who let me interview whomever I pleased. In the case of 
the Dawâgrah I did not notice any great differences between the speech of 
women and that of men. I did notice differences between the speech of those 
living nearer to the main road (about 50 meters from it, in Salmânah), and 
those living farther (about 7 km, in öbärah) away from it. 

When conducting interviews with male members of Biliy, I was told that 
children and women may use certain forms (such as the invariable -yah poss. 
suffix for 1st p. c. sg.), but that such forms were not used by men. The question 
is whether this is actually the case; I had the feeling that such forms were 
reserved for the intimacy of the home, and that they were avoided by men in 
external contacts. I was unable to verify this, however, since I did not have an 
opportunity to speak to women or children of this tribe. Part of the reason to 

75 I have often wondered, especially after successful sessions, how a member of a 
conservative community, say somewhere in the American Midwest, would react if a 
bedouin in traditional garb would knock on his door unannounced, and ask him if he would 
cooperate with a dialect research. And would he please answer a list of questions in his 
own dialect, and in front of a microphone. 
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avoid certain forms appeared to be that they are similar to forms heard in group 
IV, the dialect of the Dawâgrah, who are held in low esteem by other tribes. 

The large majority of speakers were interviewed inside their own tribal 
territories. The speech of those speakers interviewed outside their tribal territory 
was sometimes noticeably influenced by the dialect spoken in their new 
surroundings. Extra care was taken to filter out these 'foreign' influences. 
Although the dialect of speakers living outside their territories would show such 
influences, these were quite easily recognizable if one takes the dialect that is 
actually spoken in the area where they live into account.76 In some instances 
such speakers also provided information no longer traceable, or simply 
smoothed over in the speech of speakers still living inside the original tribal 
areas. A good example of this are the interviews I conducted with a speaker of 
Balawly Arabic in Gatyah. This speaker, who had been living in Gatyah for 
more than twenty five years, was the first Balawiy speaker to use an invariable 
-yah (1st p. c. sg. poss.) suffix in my presence, when he said 'yûnyah for "my 
eyes" (and other examples), which I had not recorded on a previous visit to Girïf 
alGizlân inside Balawiy territory itself. It was only a year later on my next visit 
to Girïf alGizlân that I could verify, although it was initially denied by speakers 
there, that this form indeed occurs in BaA, albeit, as they claimed, only in the 
speech of women and children. 

On average five to six different speakers of one tribe were interviewed, 
during a minimum of two, and for some dialects up to five or six different 
sessions varying in length between one and three hours. Of these speakers 
usually two would be good talkers, from whom I could record spontaneous 
speech. For reasons outlined above, these interviewees will be referred to by 
their first names only. 

In total a number of 77 compact cassette tapes (most of them C-90, which 
adds up to approximately 100 hours) were recorded. Below informants 
interviewed for this study are listed. Level of education, if applicable and 
known, and (estimated) ages follow in brackets. For the locations mentioned the 
reader is referred to the map Northern Sinai Littoral topography on p. II in the 
appendix: 

Rmêlât: Ramadan (around 60), asSèx Zwayyid; 'Ally (31), Hayy asSaläm west of 
Rafah (primary school); Mhammad (50), Hayy asSaläm west of Rafah; 

76 A distinct advantage of conducting dialect research on a broader scale, and covering several 
dialects at the same time. 
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Hammâd (82), Hayy asSalâm west of Rafah; Mhammad (28), Hayy 
asSalâm west of Rafah. 

Sawârkah: Mhammad (25), Lahfan (secondary school); öim'ih (early thirties), 
al'Arïs; Salämih (21), asSèx Zwayyid adDhayr; alHagg 'Id (76), 
arRawdah; and 3 more speakers of around 35 years old in arRawdah. 

Biliy: assêx Öim'ih (55), Bïr al'Abd; Silim (60), Bir al'Abd; alhagg Sâlim (59), 
Gatyah alMamlük; cïd (45), Girïf alGizlân; Silmän (61), Girïf alGizlân; 
aisêx Slëm (66), Girïf alGizlân; 'Aliy (31), Girïf alGizlân. 

Tarâbïn: 'Nëz (late fifties), Southern Turbâniy, Wâdiy Watïr, near Nwëbi' 
(Nuwetba); Ismâ'ïl (20), Northern Turbâniy, Bart 21 (primary school); 
alHagg Slêmân (60), Northern Turbâniy, Nagab. 

Dawâgrah: Mûsa (29), Salmânah (vocational training); Sâlmah (around 32), 
Salmânah; Säbir (27), obârah; Xidr (28), obârah; 'Id (52), Nagâh; 
assêx Silmiy (65), atTa'âwun; Hâmid (35), atTa'âwun; Hamid (42), 
atTa'âwun; Mhammad (35), arTa'aHwr, Slêmân (65), Gbârah; Salämih 
(50), ÖfearaÄ. 

Samâ'nah: 'Iliy (70), Gatyah alGanâyin; Hsèn (44), Gatyah alGanâyin; assêx 
Subbâh (mid sixties), Gatyah alGanâyin; Slêmân (around 40), Gatyah 
alGanâyin; 'Iliy (22), Gatyah alGanâyin. 

'Agâylah: assêx Subbâh (70), adDab'; Gânim (45), between asSöhat and 7a5if; 
about 8 different male informants varying in age between 20 and 50 in 
adDab'. 

Biyyâdiyyah: issëx Sa'di (62), Räb'ah; Mhammad (30), Râb'ah (recorded in 
al'Aris) (teacher); Sâlim (40), Râb'ah (taxi driver); Samâh (10), Räb'ah 
(school drop-out); Glhân (16), Râb'ah; 'Id (mid thirties), Bïr l'Abd. 

Axärsah: Sirhän (52), Bälüdah {kuttäb "Koran school"); Sayyid (35), Bâlûdah; 
Hsèn (45), Bâlûdah (kuttâb); 'Ali (45), Bâlûdah; ilhagg Nasr (60), from 
Rummânah (recorded in al'Arïs). 

Masâ'ïd: assêx 'Imïrih (48), oilbânah; 'Imïrih (early thirties), öilbänah; Sâlim 

(38), Öilbänah; 'Id (60), l a w A>ëw> (appr. 40 km south of Öilbänah); 

Slêmân (13), öilbänah (5 years of primary school); Abuw Slêmân (early 
thirties), öilbänah. 
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'Ayâydah: Sâlim (mid thirties), Abuw 'Rüg (interviewed in Gatyah) 

al'Aris: Ahmad (32, 6 years of primary school); Amna (65, 1 year of 
schooling); Zênab (40, 5 years of primary school); 'Abbüd (43); ilHagga 
Amïna (56); 'Abdallah (38, university training), Mutl' (appr. 35); (not 
Fawaxriyyah) Sa'id (45, university training). 

d. Gathering linguistic material. 

i 

To ensure that the speech recorded in the different dialects would be as 
natural as possible under the given circumstances, I had prepared a list of 
questions covering everyday activities, and various other topics I expected to be 
close to a bedouin's experience of his environment. These topics included: 
agricultural activities (growing watermelons, datepalms, barley), fishing 
activities (types of fish, nets, fishing techniques, adventures at sea), bread 
preparation, making coffee or tea, receiving guests, travel through the desert, 
marriage customs, other festivities, customary law, camel rearing, water 
collection, hunting, and stories and fairy tales. In addition I had prepared a 
questionnaire for systematic direct elicitation.77 

Ideally, on my initial visits I would record as much spontaneous speech as 
possible to form an idea of what the main characteristics of a particular dialect 
would be. This worked best when a speaker would start speaking to others 
present in the mag'ad1*, rather than to the interviewer. On a following visit I 
would then go through the questionnaire with other members of the same tribe, 
and try to form a more complete picture of the dialect in question. Obviously, 
this approach would not always work; some speakers hardly needed any 
encouragement to start speaking freely on the topics that I would suggest, while 
others could not be moved to expand even a little on their answers of one short 
sentence, or sometimes even on their "yes" or "no" answers. The problem is 
that the goals of interviewer and interviewee are different; a short answer is 
often the most economical way to communicate factual information, but the 

77 Some forms are very difficult to record in spontaneous speech. F. pi. imperatives of verbs, 
for instance, are seldomly heard being in a typically male environment such as a mag'ad 
(cf. following fn). 

7 8 A mag'ad (pi. magä'id) is a place where men come together to exchange the latest news, 
discuss serious or less serious matters, and drink coffee or tea. Members of a mag'ad will 
take pride in hospitably receiving any visitor in their midst. 
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interviewer is simply not as interested in the factual information as he is in the 
way this answer is worded.79 

When faced with situations where I could not get an interviewee to speak 
freely or naturally in his own dialect, I would politely try to shift my attention 
to another potential informant.80 Usually more then ten men would be present 
in a mag'ad, and the person with the most to say would often present himself, 
and, if I was lucky, he would speak the original dialect. On other occasions I 
could switch to other informants according to changes in the topics of 
conversation. 

If this was not possible, for one reason or another, I would go through the 
questionnaire in order not to let the visit go to waste. On following visits I 
would almost always be more successful in eliciting more spontaneous speech. 

Sometimes a dialect researcher may have the good fortune of finding an 
informant who will understand exactly what he is looking for. Personally I had 
such good fortune with a member of the Dawägrah, a member of the 
Biyyâdiyyah, and several speakers of 'Arâysiy. 

On other occasions speakers were successfully recorded in my absence by 
interviewers whom I had briefed on which topics to discuss. 

One particular problem when one sets out to record bedouin speech in 
Sinai is the tendency among speakers of a dialect type different from the group 
I (or Negev) -type to accommodate their speech to what they feel to be the "true 
bedouin" dialect. This is especially the case when speakers are subjected to 
direct elicitation by going through a questionnaire. Trudgill81 points out an 

80 

After a few sessions the interviewer will have a fair idea of what the answer to many of his 
questions will be. This solves the additional problem, at least during the initial stages of 
field research, that, because the interviewer is still learning the dialect(s) under 
investigation, sometimes information in the answer is not picked up by him or her. The 
interviewee notices this, and the role of the interviewer as a serious interlocutor is thereby 
undermined. In order to communicate factual information, the interviewee may then adapt 
his speech in order to be understood, with the undesirable side-effect that he no longer 
speaks his own dialect. 
A curious case of inhibitions to speak naturally occurred one day on a visit to the area 
called ôirlf alCizlân to interview members of Biliy. As it was my third session with 
speakers of Balawiy Arabic, I noticed that the 45-year old man I was interviewing was not 
speaking proper Balawiy, but a type of dialect more resembling that of group III. After 
interrupting him a number of times to try and persuade him to speak his own dialect, he 
reached into his oral cavity to remove his dentures. Having removed this obstacle of a 
rather physical nature, he turned out to be able to speak his original dialect quite acceptably, 
although his interdentals had suffered, naturally. 
Cf. TRUDGILL (1983), pp. 45-6. 
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important aspect of the 'observer's paradox': the production of 'hyperdialectisms' 
as an unwanted effect of an informant's predilection towards what he considers 
to be his original dialect, and his being well-disposed towards the dialect survey 
itself, especially in unnatural language-situations created by the use of 
questionnaires. The 'ideal' dialect type in these cases was usually that of group I 
(the type of dialect also spoken in the Negev, described in chapter I). This view 
differs somewhat from remarks made in STEWART (1990)82 where it was found 
that "differences in style between speakers are far more striking than the 
differences in style between utterances of a single speaker on different 
occasions". This may be true for the speakers of the tribes appearing in his 
study, but it holds less so for speakers of tribes who do not speak the "plain 
colloquial" of this northeastern group (our group I, or the Negev-type). Indeed, 
speakers from the northwest, when they feel that the situation necessitates this, 
will try to accommodate to this "plain colloquial" of the northeastern group 
(group I), whereby, in effect, they attempt to incorporate features in their 
speech of what they consider to be "proper bedouin dialect". Such efforts result 
in a more elevated style, which is perhaps best described as a "bedouinized 
colloquial" (characterized by so-called B-forms). 

The collection of poems from Sinai and the Negev in BAILEY (1991) is a 
good example of an apparent homogeneity of dialects in the area; the poems -
all appear in transcription - suggest that there is one type of dialect, with a few 
variations, spoken throughout the area. This relatively uniform dialect-type is 
largely that described in BLANC (1970), and although this type is spoken as a 
"plain colloquial" in the Negev and in the northeast of Sinai (apart from certain 
characteristics of poetic diction), it also serves its role as the "poetic koine" of 
the area. For this reason a poem recited by a member of the Biyyädiyyah (in the 
northwest of Sinai) will sound as if it had been recited by a member of one of 
the tribes in the northeast of Sinai or the Negev.83 The fact that such poems are 
regularly recited in rnagâ'id ("gatherings of men") throughout the area, and that 

82 Cf. preface, pp. x-xi. 
83 Cf. for instance the poem in BAILEY (1991), p. 140, which the author heard recited, among 

others, by Xlêf Mgêbil ilHirs, a chief of the Hrüs-c\ax\ of the Biyyädiyyah in Räb'ah in 
the northwest of Sinai. The poem (11 lines) shows quite a few dialect features which are 
definitely not part of the Biyyädiy plain colloquial (this dialect is described in chapter III), 
such as: nunation (10 instances), non-emphatic interdentals (6 instances), the article al-, 
instead of proper Biyyädiy il- (25 instances), the preposition b followed by a suffix has a 
short base (bi+ ~ ifc+), rather than the regular Biyyädiy long base with ê (bê+) (2 
instances in 11. 1 and 6), and also a 3rd p. m. sg. pron. suffix -a(h), instead of Biyyädiy -u 
(1 instance in 1. 10). The question remains however, how much of the poem, such as it 
appears here, was actually recited by Xlêf himself. 
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visitors from other tribes are always welcome to exchange the latest news, and 
to drink coffee or tea in these magä'id, means that most men are exposed to this 
northeastern dialect type on a fairly regular basis, and will be able to reproduce 
it quite accurately during direct elicitation.84 Since such "direct elicitation" tends 
to focus on single lexemes uttered in isolation, and a speaker is therefore only 
tested on a small part of his active competence of any particular dialect under 
investigation, the information gathered by applying this method of linguistic 
enquiry should be interpreted with the necessary caution. 

To filter out such "noise" - no disrespect intended - one has to rely more 
on the information coming from recordings of spontaneous speech (i.e. 
uninterrupted descriptions of daily activities, stories, etc.), than on the 
information derived from direct elicitation. Ideally, every bit of information 
derived from direct elicitation should be checked against information emanating 
from spontaneous speech. If then inconsistencies arise, often apparent because 
the information gathered for the system to be described is no longer internally 
coherent, information derived from spontaneous speech should be given 
preference.85 

If, for instance, a m. pi. verbal ending of the a-type imperfect -uw is 
recorded a number of times in spontaneous speech (e.g. ydftahuw "they (m. p.) 
open"), and a 2nd f. sg. a-type imperfect ending -iy is recorded (e.g. tdsrabiy 
"you (f. sg.) drink), while direct elicitation yields a 2nd p. m. pi. ending -aw of 
the a-type imperfect (e.g. tdftahaw "you (m. pi.) open"), the information 
gathered on this aspect of verbal morphology is not very likely to be internally 
coherent, since the vast majority of (and perhaps all) Arabic dialects have 
identical verbal endings in the 2nd and 3rd persons of the pi. imperfect, and 
often the absence of vowel harmony in the 2nd p. f. sg. ending will imply 
absence of vowel harmony in the 2nd and 3rd p. pi. endings as well (although 
nothing is impossible, of course). If we then give preference to forms recorded 
in spontaneous speech, we should conclude that the form derived from direct 
elicitation is inconsistent with the internal coherence of the system we are trying 
to describe. 

84 My best Biyyädiy informant could even recite entire poems of his favorite poet 'Nêz 
Abuw Sälim of the Tarâbin Hasâblah. Cf. BAILEY (1991), p. 470 (index of Arabic names 
and tribal groups), for numerous references to 'Anêz Sâlim Swêlim I- 'Urdl (his full name 
in Bailey's transcription), "the finest living poet in the peninsula" (cf. ibid., p. 9). 

S5 In cases of contradictory information, BEHNSTEDT/woiDlCH (1985a), p. 19, also implicitly 
state that preference should be given to forms recorded in spontaneous speech. 
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This is basically the method followed to create a description which is 
internally coherent. On the other hand, forms which may be inconsistent with 
such internal coherence, do not appear out of the blue, but are indeed evidence 
of the dynamics which to a great extent characterize the dialects under 
investigation, especially those spoken in the northwest (groups II and III). 

In the case of the dialects of groups II and III these dynamics lie in the 
development from an older, more 'bedouin' type of dialect towards a more 
'sedentary' type of dialect. Such a development has the occurrence of parallel 
forms to effect: 'foreign' forms may occur parallel with the original forms, and 
the 'foreign' forms may be inconsistent with the internal coherence of the 
original dialect type, but they will often be heard in the speech of speakers of 
dialects (where they are not inconsistent with the internal coherence) with whom 
speakers of the more original dialect have come into contact.86 Such parallel 
forms are actually characteristic of the transitional stage in which the dialect 
finds itself. At a later stage the dialect will often drop one of the parallel forms, 
often the most marked one. This process is known as 'leveling'.87 

Sometimes so-called 'interdialect forms' have been created as a result of 
the dialect contact. These are the result of a compromise between the original 
dialect and the dialect (type) with which it has come into contact; the 
'interdialect form' appearing will contain elements of both (or more) dialect(s) 
(types) involved in the contact, but will not appear in that particular unique 
form in any of these dialect(s) (types).88 To illustrate these dynamics such 

86 In the initial stages of such dialect contact the contact will be between speakers of different 
dialects, but at later stage the speaker of the dialect affected by the contact may influence 
speakers of his own speech community, who may also adopt the new form(s) in their 
speech. 

TRUDGILL (1986), pp. 107-8 (paraphrased): 'Levelling' entails the disappearance of 
'minority and otherwise marked speech forms', which is often accompanied by 
'simplification', which involves, crucially, a reduction in irregularities. The result of the 
focussing associated with koineization is a historically mixed but synchronically stable 
dialect which contains elements from the different dialects that went into the mixture, as 
well as interdialect forms that were present in none. 
Cf. TRUDGILL (1986), p. 62. 
Such "interdialect" forms are heard, for instance, in the dialect of ilFayyüm, where 
"telephone" is talafawn, "pound" is ginayh, and "steering wheel" is daraksawn. In these 
cases the CaA monophthongs ö and ê in the words tilifön, glnêh and diriksyön were 
phonologically reinterpreted as the Fayyûmiy diphthongs aw and ay (respectively). The 
fact that these are loanwords (from French "téléphone", English "guinea", and French 
"direction") shows that we are not dealing with diphthongs from an earlier stage of this 
Arabic dialect. The short a's in the first two syllables of such forms as talafawn and 
daraksawn are to be interpreted in terms of the preferred patterns for loanwords from other 
languages a-a-vCCand a-a- vC, cf. WOIDICH (1990a), pp.147-8. 

87 


